To our customers

Statement on corona virus issue - status week 23/2020

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

we are pleased and delighted at the same time to announce that we are „on track“ with our re-start of production in our Tunisian factories and that we are implementing our ramp-up scenario until now without any considerable constraints and according to our expectations. As from today we can use >75% of our production capacity.
The situation in our 4 factories, as well as in whole Tunisia, presents itself highly stable.

This puts us in a very positive mood. Nevertheless, we are still some distance away from reducing the incurred backlogs to an acceptable level, due to the 6-weeks-shutdown we were facing.

Currently our order processing departments in Göttingen, as well as Tunisia, are working at high pressure to re-schedule and re-plan all of your orders into our production. These activities will be completed in the next two weeks, so that you will receive a new order confirmation for all orders you have placed with Kaschke Components GmbH.

You would still be of help by desisting from sending any reminders. But please do not hesitate to contact us, if you are facing severe difficulties caused by non-supply by Kaschke.

We strive for helping all customers to greatest possible extent, given that our temporarily limited production capacity allows it.

Yours faithfully

Josef Postert
Prokurist